
  
  

Bihar's Green Budget decreased by 3.26 Percent Compared
to Last Year 
Why In News?

On December 16, 2022, Bihar's third financial year 2022-23 green budget was presented in the winter
session. There has been a decrease of 3.26 percent in the green budget as compared to the
previous years.

Key Points

There has been a decrease in budget allocation on schemes and programs of the departments
identified under the Green Budget. In the year 2021-22, the budget was Rs 79359 crore, which has
come down to Rs 79255 crore in 2022-23, while the total budget allocation for programs has also
come down from Rs 29337 crore to Rs 28380 crore.
Significantly, Bihar is the first state in the country, which has been presenting a green budget. This
helps in the implementation of the schemes being run by the departments for environmental
protection. With the help of this budget, budgetary provisions are studied and assessed from an
environmental point of view.
The state government is focusing on this budget keeping in mind climate change. Bihar is one of
the few states in the country that is also promoting agriculture according to climate change.
The highest allocation in the scheme items in the Green Budget is made by the Department of
Environment, Forest and Climate Change. In the current financial year, out of Rs 663 crore
allocated for the scheme item in this department, Rs 655 crore has been reserved for green
schemes. This is 98.74 percent of the total scheme item.
In this case, the Sugarcane Industry Department is in second place. The allocation for the scheme
item in the department was Rs 100 crore, out of which Rs 98.70 crore was allocated for green
schemes. At the same time, small water resources is in third place, out of the total allocation of Rs
827 crore for the scheme, Rs 796 crore has been allocated for green schemes.
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